
Ronald Holt Presents 

Navajo Nightway Cosmology - Night Walker / Skin Walker 
with Navajo Medicine Man Jeremy Crank 

Thursday April 18th 2019,  7:00 - 9:00 - Sponsored by Ronald Holt of Seed of Life Institute 

Price $25.00  

Navajo Medicine Man Jeremy Crank at Monument Valley 

Focusing mainly upon the Night-way spiritual cosmology series of lectures, Join Jeremy Crank for an evening of 
sharing and exploring the rich and magical ancient traditions , spirituality and cosmological depths of this noble 
culture so closely united with nature and the natural world. This humble, and joyous deeply talented Medicine 
Man shares his many years of experience in rich stories, chants & songs about his heritage. It is an evening 
where you can also freely ask your questions on so many subjects. 

Jeremy was raised by his Grandparents, into a 
rich culture of the Navajo (Dineah) "Beauty-
Way" of life.  

Disciplined at birth and well into his teenage 
and adult years, he was taught the traditional 
culture and religious ceremonies that precedes 
his ancient ancestors of the Anasazi civilization.  
 
Jeremy grew up learning the star systems ac-
cording to the traditional "Night-Way" philoso-
phy. His Grandfather told him countless stories of 
how the ancient ones planted the patterns 
through songs and prayers in the elusive 29 
nights of the "Night-Way" ceremony.  Jeremy Crank and Great Grandfather 

Traditional Hogan Life 

About Navajo Medicine Man Jeremy Crank  

Jeremy was determined to keep these patterns in his heart and head. The stories told were that of the Navajo Creation Story in reverse.  
  
At age 4, he completed his first "all-night-ceremony" without the help of his mentor, there were over 300 Navajo Medicine Men in atten-
dance to witness this phenomenal event of a young apprentice performing a ceremony that is reverence to a 25 year old apprentice 
under a mentor-ship of the Navajo "Beauty-Way" with 6 years of training. 
 
At the age of 13, Jeremy was given the sacred medicine bundle of the Night-Way. He had mastered the 29 night night-way ceremony, 
which also lead into the discovery of the Big Dipper Ceremony. Grandfather had groomed him from age 5 to the end of his13th teen-
age year to implant this mysterious philosophy of the Navajo  Night-Way. 
 
Jeremy has lectured all over the world about his research of the Ancient Anasazi Civilization, been the Key Note speaker at various sum-
mits about Native American Culture and Preservation, Held hundreds of seminars about religious philosophies, been invited to numer-
ous events all over the world as the proctor of the Sacred Eagle Staff,  always called upon as a spiritual advisor to many dignitaries in-
cluding their very own Navajo Nation President, Senators and Congressmen of the Southwest. 
 
Jeremy has been all these characters as a Navajo Spiritual Leader, but he remains humble and keep himself balanced as he proceeds 
on in life as a mentor to his people and human being in the world. 


